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Measures RF induced currents on metallic leads

A new pre-scan method can measure radio-frequency (RF) induced currents flowing on metallic

leads during an MRI excitation. The method first acquires low-power images around a metallic

lead (including those used for Deep Brain Stimulation, or DBS) using conventional Gradient Echo

Sequence (GRE) accelerated by parallel acquisition (i.e., GRAPPA). Then it analyzes the images

and quantifies the magnitude and phase of the RF induced current. To do so, it uses the relative

location of the B1+ null with respect to the lead position in axial images. Finally, it

models/matches the null location at the vicinity of the lead. The calculated induced current is

patient and lead location specific. The measurement can be used to predict safe excitation

scenarios, reduce heating around the lead and may also significantly improve image quality.

Accurate and more time efficient

For patients with implanted devices, MRI scans can induce radio-frequency (RF) currents on

implanted metallic leads which may critically increase the temperature at the lead tip and

impact image quality. Current methods to address these issues include MR-compatible lead

designs and MR excitation methods that minimize risk of heating. When combined with a variety

of MR sequences, the method can improve the image quality and patient safety in clinical

scenarios. The new method is not model based but is achieved in vivo for each particular

patient and lead location. In addition, it can be used to calculate worst-case scenarios for lead

heating, and replace the need to take temperature measurements.

Phase of Development

Simulations and in vitro (cadaver) testing.

Benefits

Patient and lead specific

Predicts safe MR excitation scenarios

Reduces heating around the lead

May significantly improve image quality

Features

Pre-scan method

Measures RF induced currents flowing on metallic leads

Quantifies magnitude and phase of the RF induced current

Can be used with Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) implants
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Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS)

Metallic brain implants

Replace lead temperature progression measurement studies

Testing MR compatibility of implant leads

Predicting safe excitation scenarios
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Interested in Licensing?

The University relies on industry partners to further develop and ultimately commercialize

this technology. The license is for the sale, manufacture or use of products claimed by the

patents. Please contact us to share your business needs and licensing and technical interests

in this technology.

Explore other available products at Technology CommercializationExplore other available products at Technology Commercialization


